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Swimmers Don New Headgear in Honor of X, XIV Titles
By Matt Kang
The Kenyon men's and women's swim-iLn- g
teams entered the NCAA Division III
jjonal championships with 13 and nine
jisecutive national crowns respectively,
lie 1992-9- 3 aquatic Lords and Ladies both
tended their streaks to 14 and 10 respec-:ve!- y
after all was said and done at this
ear's championships which were held at
Lnory University in Atlanata, Georgia.
The men from University of California
sSan Diego, an annual challenger to the
Lords' domination, gave Kenyon a run for
iirmoney again in 1993. The Lords gained
:ornentum and confidence from four of
ieir distance men who placed in the top six
"k 1,650 freestyle race. Sophomore Kevin
itase turned in a remarkable individual
rffort to claim the crown. He clocked a time
i 15:46.02 to set a new Kenyon mark,
talang a long-standi- ng nine year record.
Senior tri-capt-
ain David Hutchison captured
akr in the event as he rounded out his
v'endid Kenyon career. Senior Paul Lo-"agr- ub
and junior Chad Stedman com
pleted the quartet of milers who secured the
national crown for the Lords.
Sophomore Andy Eaton won the con-
solation 100-yar- d free in 45.70. He also
swam on the 200-yar- d medley relay team
which set a new Division III mark in a time
of 1:31.41. Sophomores John Rule and John
Cave and senior tri-capt- ain Brian Dowdall
formulated the remaining legs of this gold
medal relay team. Sophomore John Butcher
garnered both the 1 -- meter and 3-me- ter div-
ing events in helping the Lords to victory.
Kenyon captured title number XIV in
impressive fashion as they totalled 552
points. UCSD once again sealed for the
runner-u- p position with a distant 442.5
points. AssistantCoach Amy Williams com-
mented on the Lords' performance: "The
men swam very well. It wasn't a case of
domination as with the women. The compe-
tition was ready, and we had a difficult time
getting into the meet. The men had to take
things one session at a time. Other teams
were making good moves; UCSD came in
well prepared. Even though we had some
bad swims, the men swam very well overall.
KKK Comes to Coshocton, Students Counter-rall- y
By Elizabeth Bennett
This Saturday, April 3, the Klu Klux
flan will be staging a march and rally in
"oshocton Town. A non-viole- nt counter-imonstrati- on
has been organinzed.
According to Barry Lustig, head of
Common Sense, the KKK will march
lough town at 1:00 p.m. ending up at the
UMy Court House for a rally. Their Na-tonalGra- nd
Dragon.Chris Conners, is com- -
rom Kentucky to speak and reports re
veal that 1 10 members from Kentucky will
in the parade.
Common Sense, with 15 to 20 mem- -
krs, will organize a non-viole- nt demonstra-"on- .
According to Lustig, "we are hoping to
the fury and thrust out of the KKK
nda."
Any students, faculty or community
Ambers who wish to participate should be
present in front of the bookstore at 10:30
a.m. to leave at 11:00. Transportation will
be provided via carpooling . Lustig hopes to
also use school vans as well.
Lustig stated that the counter-demonstrati- on
will not take place unless there are a
substancial number ofcommunity members
present, at least 100. "A poor response will
only give more creedence to the Klan."
It is still undecided if there will be an
orientation Friday night in Gund Commons
in order to emphasize the purpose of the
protest and its non-viole- nt nature. If the
orientation does not take place then, it will
take place before leaving for Coshocton.
Common Sense is looking for people to
help make banners on Thursday night from
7-- 10 at Gund Commons, and 7-- 10 Friday
night at Gund Snack shop..
Safety is of the utmost importance to
see DEMONSTRATION page two
Alcove Stops Service at Kenyon Inn
By Elizabeth Bennett
Murine the First week of March, the
Wve Restaurant suddenly decided to give
I their lease nf thp Jfpnvnn Tnn Rccfniirflnt
service is now continued by the Kenyon
J, and already changes have been made to
ter satisfy Inn guests and community
"embers.
The Alcove manager. Tom Metcalf.
plained that the change was economic
H there are no hard feelings, we're just
ty'ng to regroup in Mt. Vemon town."
According to Metcalf, good manage-
ment is hard to find, and after eight years it
was time for a change.
Metcalf went on to say that Robert
Kempton, General Manager of the Kenyon
Inn, "has good ideas that will work."
According to Kempton, the Inn is full
almost every night, and there is no reason
why the restaurant shouldn't also be full.
Kempton took charge on March 1 and
distributed a questionnaire to guests in order
to discern what changes would most suite
see ALCOVE page two
John Butcher was the most consistent. Fease
also turned in a great performance in the
mile."
The Ladies competed the weekend pre-
vious to the men's competition. As the "storm
of the century" ravaged the east coast, so too
did Kenyon thrash their competition. The
Ladies won title number X via 10 Division
IN records and 13 of 20 titles. Kenyon's
superior efforts led to a total of 683 points.
UCSD settled for second place with 451.5
In Memoriam
By Elizabeth Bennett
Kenneth L. Taylor, Professor of Music,
died on the morning of Saturday, March 13
in his home in Gambier. He had been ill with
cancer for sometime.
Professor Taylor was born in Escondido,
California and grew up in Missouri. He
received a bachelor's and master's degrees
in music from Central Missouri State
University. He also did further graduate
work at West Virginia University. He
specialized in the history of musical
instrments and performance, and
Renaissance and Baroque music.
He began teaching at Kenyon College
in 1966, spending over half of his life here.
At the time fine-art- s were considered
electives; it was Taylor who became the
points, and North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence rival Denison University took bronze
with 294.5 points.
Senior tri-capta- in Jen Carter stole the
show as she received the honor of Division
III swimmer of the year. She amassed seven
gold medals, six of which were in record
time. Carter took the 200 IM with a time of
2:05.47, the 200 breast in 2:19.69, and the
400 IM in a time of 4:28.25. Jen also
see SWIMMERS page two
of Ken Taylor
"architect of the Music Department," as was
noted when he received an Honorary
Doctorate on Februrary 27, 1993 inhis home.
According to a Memorial written by the
Music Department for Taylor, he brought to
Kenyon, "the then-radic- al notion that the
study of music was central to becoming a
liberally educated person." When he arrived
at Kenyon, the department owned only one
phonograph player.
Taylor was crucial in the founding of
the Music Listening Room, the Applied
Music Program, Musica Transalpina which
specializes in music of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and The Gambier
Baroque Ensemble which is a quartet
concentrating on Baroque music using
historic instruments. The Gambier Baroque
see TAYLOR page five
Suspicious Phone Calls Concern Security Dept.
By Jennifer Goldblatt
On March 16 the Office of Security and
Safety reported that there had been a series
of phone calls "of a suspicious nature" made
to three female students.
The caller apparently told the students
that he was given their names by a Kenyon
official. The caller was offering the students
employment for two hours each week, paying
$35 per hour to look after a 12 year old girl.
In addition, the caller insisted upon privacy
and confidentiality (to assure the students
were alone during the phone call) and
mentioned "corporal punishment" in the
conversation.
Melanie Remillard, Assistant to the
Director of Security and Safety, noted that
these calls were of a particular concern
because of their detailed nature. Remillard
commented that "the number of obscene
phone calls is increasing but it does not
seem to be isolated to Kenyon; it seems to be
around the whole community."
Remillard advised students who receive
phone calls of this nature, where the caller
claims to have obtained their name from
another source, to ask the caller to identify
the source, get the caller's name and number,
and check that "source." In doing this, the
student can catch the caller , or get back to
the caller if his claim is valid.
Remillard added that if students receive
obscene or prank phone calls, they should
calmly hang up; for callers are often merely
looking to get a reaction. Also, students
should avoid disclosing any personal
information to suspicious callers.
If calls persist, students should report
them to Security at pbx 5109. Security can
then look into finding the source, and also
any kind of pattern that may be developing
in the calls. Students are encouraged to
report even singular incidents to Security.
Students Help Security Catch 'Peeping Tom'
According to a message sent by Tom
Woosley , assistant to the director of security
and safety, last Sunday March 28 at
approximately 11:55 p.m., a suspicious
man was seen peering into Bexley Apartment
windows.
Since security was notified quickly,
they were able to apprehend the Columbus
man who is now facing pending charges.
A report was filled with the Knox
County Sheriffs Department. Woosley
stressed that this apprehension was made
because of, "quick reporting to Security and
Safety by students."
"suggestive" songs themselves (remember
"Kiss the Girl"?). She subsequently asks, in
norma opiuig Lituv jjav-iiav-- o.
view is not the absolutist one that In addition, the reaction of Oxley (as Earn MONEY and FREE trips 11
masturbation is always wrong but rather that reported by Algase) is again more an example : OWTT t a n-v- r: ...
OPINION page two April 1, 1993
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Liz Barton '93 Criticizes Article on New Sorority
Members of the Kenyon Community: women'sinterests.toincreaseopportunities
for women at Kenyon (especially in the
I write to express my concern regarding
the previous article about the pending
formation of a national sorority at Kenyon.
I feel that itpainted an extremely misleading
picture of the opportunities currently
available for all women at Kenyon.
Above all, I want to emphasize that I am
extremely excited about the prospect of
another sorority and support it
wholeheartedly. One of the most important
reasons that Theta Alpha Kappa was formed
was to pave the way for more sororities and
women'sgroups. Based on the observations
made in the article, I believe that the
prospective sorority and Theta Alpha Kappa
have similar goals to promote and support
Alcove
continued from page one
Inn clientele and the community. Already
many changes have been made, including
adding new dishes to all the menus.
Kempton said the dinner menu was,
"the most drastic change. Before, dinner
was S15-S2- 0 without drinks. We've low-
ered the prices but kept the same quality of
food." Also the Inn will soon feature a
weekly menu so that the entrees change
according to what can be brought in fresh
from Cleveland.
The Kenyon Inn opened in 1985 by the
Board ofTrustees who invited the Alcove to
lease the restaurant. Kempton started as
Manager only a few months after the open-
ing. The Inn is still privately owned and
according to Kempton pays for itself.
Demonstration
continued from page one
Lustig and other organizers of the demon-
stration. Tom Lappas, who is in charge of
advertising for the counter-demonstrati- on
said that safety ishis main concern as well as
informing people who attend the demon-
stration that non-confrontati- on is key to
safety. Lappas emphasized that, "we are
promoting equal opportunity for humans,"
and that they are not battling the members of
the KKK, but their ideas.
Lustig warned, "if people are going to
cause a scene they shouldn't go," and that
this isn't the place to make a personal state-
ment, "any type of confrontation such as
rock throwing," would furthur jeopardize
safety.
According to Tom Woosley, Assistant
Director of Security and Safety, "our office
Greek system), and to create permanent
women's groups based on tradition and
commitment.
Except for the single reference to Theta
Alpha Kappa, the article gave the impression
that there are no opportunities whatsoever
for women at Kenyon. Obviously this is not
true. Not only is Theta Alpha Kappa "well-established- ",
but so are the Women's
Network and Crozier Board. All three groups
contribute much to the community and
welcome every Kenyon woman. This fact
must not be overlooked.
Respectfully submitted,
Liz Barton
Kempton explained that the difference
between the Alcove and the Inn is that the
Alcove was trying to make money but, "all
we're trying to do is break even."
According to Kempton, "people in Gam-bie- r
have very discerning tastes which must
be taken into consideration," he further went
on to say that, "an inn equates hospitality, if
there is something not on the menu and we
can do it, we do it"
This summer the Inn will be opening
the doors to the veranda and will serve four
more tables on the patio and four tables with
umbrellas in the yard. Kempton encourages
people to drop by even if just for a cup of
coffee and dessert.
Dinner hours at the new Kenyon Inn
Restaurant are now extended from 5 to 10
and already the restaurant is so busy that
Kempton has been doing dishes!
would encourage people to stay away. We
realize students are going to go, so we are
trying to do all we can to ensure safety."
Woosley stressed that Security encour-
ages people to express their rights of free-speec- h,
but, "students are responsible for
themselves," and there will be minimal se-
curity by nature of such a large scale event.
According to Lustig, "some security
officers may be going in an unofficial capac-ity.- "
Woosley contacted a Deputy of
Coshoctan County who also discouraged
attendence.
Lustig suggests that community mem-
bers planning on attending wear Kenyon
clothing, comfortable shoes, and bring food.
Drivers with cars are needed to help
carpool into Coshocton. If you would like to
volunteer please contact James Parr or John
Schaffer.
BROUGHT TO YOU
BY TWO BEERS
AND SOME COLD MEDICINE.
To your body, alcohol and medicine can seem very similar. Both can affect your
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Voices from the Tower
By Courtney Coughlin and Elizabeth Bennett
We thought it was a joke. Could a group of first-ye- ar women really want to begin
an exclusive sorority on this campus? Naturally as women of the Kenyon community, j
we have a number of questions. Why would these women want to further divide the j
student body? Why would anyone choose to pit women against women in a world that i
makes life hard enough for women anyway? Possibly wearenotentirely informed upon j
their motives. We hope our message will inspire them and others to enlighten us, and
perhaps rethink their desire to segregate.
We distinctly chose Kenyon because there were no exclusive sororities. As j
incoming students, we knew about the Theta Alpha Kappas and appreciated their goal
of community service and inclusiveness. We thought that this sense of togetherness
echoed the sense of community we experienced upon our initial Kenyon visits. There
are thousands of colleges and universities that offer exclusive sororities, and Kenyon
appeared attractive because it did aspire to define women by their membership in social
groups. And now we are shocked that some feel it is a need.
We do not argue with these women's rights to organize such a group, but we are
concerned mainly about their premise. Greek life could not possibly be the reason these
women chose Kenyon. Similarly, Kenyon women have successfully thrived in this
community without attempting to alienate their Kenyon "sisters." So why now do these
students feel that Kenyon women will benefit from choosing to isolate themselves from
others, and why would anyone allow themselves the "priviledge" to exclude from the
Kenyon family?
Perhaps these women feel that it is unfair to have fraternities at Kenyon and no
national sororities, some have even suggested that this is sexist. However, exclusive
sororities are by nature sexist They justify turning women into objects to be considered
as either members or non-membe- rs. By purposely excluding women, this group ;
contradicts their own feminist claim.
If women on this campus wish to organize into groups they have our full support.
As women we have always been able to choose our own friends, do community service,
and host parties. We do not need a formal institution to validate our freindships or our
causes. We do not need greek letters to make us feel important to this community. We j
should strive toemphasize solidarity with all Kenyon students. Such proposed divisions j
will only hurt the relationships between women, change what we consider to be a laid- - j
back social atmosphere, and show the community that we are not comfortable standing :
alone with our friends, but that we need a national label. !
We hope that these women will carefully review their motives and their goals.
People, in general, wish to form exclusive groups if they are somehow feeling i
threatened by the community at large. What has happened at Kenyon to make these
women feel the need to separate? This is something that the entire campus must
consider, our sense of unity that Kenyon prides itself on is at stake if our own members
wish to segregate themselves. Also, the community must consider how such an
exclusive sorority will effect the climate of the campus as a whole. We hope that
individuals, both men and women, will feel the responsibility to respond to an j
organization that has the potential to negatively affect the present social atmosphere at !
Kenyon.
Swimmers
continued from page one
competed in four winning relay teams. Cart-
er has totalled 21 NCAA titles throughout
her Kenyon career.
Sophomore sensation Carla Ainsworth
also garnered seven titles. She too competed
in four winning relays. Ainsworth swept the
short-distan- ce freestyle races. She took the
50 in 23.80 and also set Division III records
in the 100 and 200 with times of 50.94 and
1:50.75 respectively.
Rookie Shelly Baker took part in four
of the five relay races which Kenyon took
golds in. Baker swam in the 200 free relay,
400 free relay, 200 medley relay, and 400
free medley relay.
Sen ior tri-capt- ain Carolyn Peticolas and
junior Jessica Berkowitz each captured three
first-plac- e finishes. Peticolas anchored the
200 free, 400 free, and 200 medley relays.
Berkowitz took the mile free in arecord time
of 16:5 1 .78, the 500 free in 4:56.30, and was
part of a champion free relay team.
Junior Cathi Haight finished with two
victories. Rookie Susie Docbcle was a cen-
tral player in the relays as was classmate
Maggie Huxley. Rookies Shannon Connol-
ly and Sarah Ahearn recorded silvers in
helping the Ladies to victory.
"Our women had an outstanding meet
with ten national records set by our squad.
We had outstanding swims by virtually ev-
eryone who swam, especially Jen Carter.
They went in, they had fun, and it was an
exciting meet. It was just one of the best
national meets that the women have ever
participated in. They were forced to rise
above the competition; once they got on a
roll, they never let down," said Coach Wil-
liams.
Coach Jim Steen will graduate four
Lords and four Ladies. Senior captains
Dowdall, Hutchison, and Matt Kinney as
well as Lowengrub have all turned in bril-
liant performances throughout their careers
at Kenyon. Their leadership and talent will
be sorely missed. The Ladies will have to try
to replace senior captains Carter, Peticolas,
and Maggie Pasck and Tamara Wechslcr.
Coach Steen will return a very talented
and seasoned group of 24 Lords and 24
Ladies. Along with the top freshman pros-
pects, titles XV and XI are well within reach
for Kenyon's Lords and Ladies.
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Kenyon "Squeals With Much Glee" over Gilbert Gottfried
By Bertram Tunnell
The day had been totally miserable,
ft various weathercasters and idle gossip
j pierce told us to expect 70 plus degree
.yther and sunshine, and we received
:othing but cold rain. This was Kenyon at its
:jiest, or usual, depending on what sort of
jiilosophical mood you were caught in that
jadful Saturday. That night however, at 8
clock, all of that seemed to turn around.
The lines outside of Rosse Hall were
iirady forming at quarter after seven. A big
ax comedian was coming to campus, and
neryone wanted to sit close enough so that
iey could be pointed out and heckled by
an. By the time the doors finally opened at
itout 7:45, Rosse looked like it was going
through a Freshman sing with a quarter of
the campus on and around the steps ofRosse.
If you had asked me how I felt about
Gilbert Gottfried before the show, I would
have described to you this annoying little
man who shrieks alot and looks and acts
permanently constipated. Mr. Gottfried's
only saving grace in my book at this point
was that his voice was featured in the Disney
movie "Aladin" as the parrot Iago, the foul
fowl with an attitude.
Eight o'clock rolled around, and the
man of the hour walked on stage, squinting
as if we were shining incandescent halogen
spotlights into his face. He slowly, painfully
dragged himself towards the mike, soaking
in the crazed applause. He had won over the
audience before he ever even reached the
hove Letters succeeds at 11 Tough Task1 f
By John Stinson
The story would fill regional theaters
:ar months and send any self respecting
ialergoerinto fits ofcynical ranting. White
perclass American man and woman in a
lifelong epistolary relationship: love, sex,
infidelity, depression, divorce, honor,
Molism, and long expectedawaited
jeath. A.R. Gurney'sLove Letters takes up
iiough task in such smarmy, self conscious
limes, but surprisingly the effect is palpable
and undeniable.
First congratulations for convincing an
atzry cynic go to Justin Bondi and Megan
Wolpert for their portrayals of Andrew
Makepeace Ladd III and Melissa Gardner.
Impressive in consistency and dynamism,
their work deserves greater praise
considering the format of the play. Reading
letters back and forth offers little to either an
actor or an audience in the way of sustaining
action. The energy and dedication given to
the story by these two opened the door for
those watching the show.
Em ma Mead' s direction left no personal
mark on the play. Thank goodness. Possibly
the most dangerous thing that could happen
to Gumey's script would be a director who
held delusions of grandeur. Love Letters is
not a script to tinker with, it is a script to
present in simplicity. Mead did her job by
picking actors willing to do justice to the
see LETTERS page eight
microphone, and at that point could do no
wrong. He opened up by telling us what, "A
dynamite audience you are. Simply
dynamite. Your so dynamite that you could
blow my fingers right off, leave only a
charred stump for my arm." This obviously
was a man on his own ozone layer of humor.
At this point in the show, I had to
wonder ifbraving the weather and the hordes
of people was worth the effort, but this
rodent of a man was simply hypnotic. His
mannerisms and ambiance of living
caricature were incredibly funny to watch.
He went on to describe a rusty crowbar
shoved into his eye with various celebrity
midgets dancing on the opposite end. I
honestly cannot recall what made me laugh
so hard at this, but his incessant descriptions
of these midgets made me lose it.
Gottfried went on to doing various one
line jokes, "I ate dinner with Charlie Mason
the other night, he looked at me and said, 'is
it hot in here or am I crazy?'" What I found
surprising was that comically he was quite
adept. After telling a joke that obviously the
entire audience may not respond to because
of its ridiculousness, he would don thebiggest
glasses you have ever seen and imitate an
audience member who didn't understand
the joke. For example, he picked up a metal
stool, and put it on his head so that the feet
would stick out towards the audience and
said,"Boy, I'm glad I'm getting my retainer
next week." The audience lost it, he looked
ludicrous. He followed up by removing the
stool from his head, putting on the glasses
and speaking in a deep voice, "I don't get'
it..what is so funny about putting a stool on
your head?" Gottfried's ability to sudden
shift into other characters was amazing, he
held control of the flow of laughter the entire
performance.
Obviously, the reiteration ofa comedian
is never quite as good as seeming them on
stage. Many people found the performance
at points very funny, and atotherpoints very
offensive. Gottfried did poke fun at many
minorities, including his own religiousbelief.
He was the classic equal opportunity
offender, no one was leftoutof his scope. To
the sheltered lives of us at Kenyon, these
jokes stuck out like a sore thumb. We are so
keyed up about political correctness, or the
lesser evil, noticing differences in people
that many condemned his performance. I
would argue that he held no ill-w- ill towards
any specific group he cited, but as a comedian
his job in life is to see the absurdity in the
world and to capture a unique perspective
that perhaps is so obvious you have missed
it For example, in his observation that
whenever you ask women, "What is the
most important quality in a man?" the woman
will more often than not answer, "a sense of
humor." He paused, smiled and said, "So
this obviously means that the majority of
women out there would storm over Tom
Selleck to get to Buddy HacketL Do women
tear off their nightgowns at night during
dreams screaming, 'Shep!'?" Some may
find his observations obvious, but the notions
he tossed around so flipantly were insightful,
crazy, but most importantly hysterical.
To most this running joke about women
and sense of humor was received well
see GOTTFRIED page eighl
Lerner Discusses Neccessity of Diversity and Equality In American Society
By Tyler Rust
On Thursday, March 25, Dr. Ralph
Lemer delivered a speech in the Biology
Auditorium entitled "Being Equal, Being
Different". Dr. Lerner teaches at the
University of Chicago and currently holds a
positionon theUniversity ofChicago Board
ofSocial Thought.
In his speech, Lerner centered on the
Principles of equality and diversity in liberal
democracy. These tenets of governance
tove always been at the heart of American
Politics, making the United States the envy
f nations around the world. The eternal
conflict between these two concepts has
len the source of debate throughout the
''story of American politics, and the answer
10 it has become something of historical
fact
The question that Lerner asked was
Perhaps more specific in its approach. The
luestion became one concerning the
Placement of diversity and equality in the
founding principles of the United States,
as such a place created for the preservation
of both these elements of American liberal
fcmocracy, or has it since come to be
Wished as such? Has it always been that
"erica has been therefugeof those seeking
diversity of interest and equality of
PPOrtunity? If so, which is more important
o the preservation of that original spirit?
Lerner described in his talk of how the
settlers in America arrived, not in search
fPersonal diversity, but for greater religious
and political autonomy. The Pilgrims most
definitely did not come to Plymouth to create
a society where all religions would be equally
represented. In fact, the freedom that these
people were looking for was the freedom to
be religiously restrictive. Call it a love of
diversity, but the witches that they burned
would not agree.
The formation of the new nation in
America wrestled with their own inherent
diversity and found it to be extremely
difficult. Lerner spoke of how
representatives from New England at the
First Continental Congress would have
looked upon their fellows from Virginia as
lowly half breeds. Creating a conception of
America and Americans as one nation while
preserving the diversity of its citizens was
the most difficult and important outcome of
their founding.
It was at the time of this founding that
the issue of individual state power and that
of the Federal government was debated. It
was major concern of many that the Federal
superstructure would do too much to preserve
the unity of the "coalition of independent
states" that was essentially all that the former
colonies were at the time.
The loss of state authority to a distant
and unconcerned national body of rulers
was a price too high to pay so soon after
independence. The compromise between
the diversity and individual authority of
states and that of Federal power was set
upon the importance of the nation always
taking precedence over the individual
member states. The price that this would
come to require in terms of state power was
not completely understood until the issue of
slavery was considered. It should be noted
that this issue was singled out in the
Constitution itself as one to be dealt with
years after the government of the nation was
established.
The problem comes when a liberal
democracy, founded upon principles of
equality and diversity, establish definitions
of absolute good and evil. The debate over
slavery is just such an example. If slavery is
an absolute evil, then to tolerate its existence
in a nation where member states are members
because of common beliefs about absolute
and inalienable rights, would seem inherently
contradictory. Therefore, toestablish slavery
as counter to the absolute determination that
"all men are created equal", requires that
slavery be abolished.
While this might not appear a difficult
evil to see, the abolishment of the institution
of slavery meant that the diversity and
individual authority of states to determine
such evils for themselves would forever be
compromised. It is this first insertion of
national absolutes that has led some to see
the continued erosion and disappearance of
states to manage their own affairs. Slavery
is gone, and it is undoubtedly a good thing.
The unfortunate fact of the matter remains,
however, that with it went the individual
power and authority of states.
Lerner used many such historical
examples to illustrate his point about the
importance of diversity and equality in
American society. In fact, he spent so much
time discussing these historical examples
that every 20 minutes he felt the need to
restate his original question: was there a
promise in the founding of America for the
place of diversity and equality in
the future nation?
The answer supplied by Lerner was
very insightful and ultimately correct,
however I felt as if he failed to make a
necessary final step. It is correct, according
to Lerner, to believe that there was a place
for diversity and equality in the founding.
The hierarchy of that placement,
however, must be understood in the
principles upon which that founding rests.
The importance of diversity in the United
S tates should not be greater than the assertion
of basic human rights. The absolute
determinations the founders made about all
men being created equal are the very fabric
upon which the place ofdiversity is stitched.
To sacrifice the absolute determinations of
the founding principles essentially destroys
the nation that is built upon it.
The placement of diversity and
individuality in American politics seems to
have been established by the outcome of the
Lincoln-Dougl- as debates and the Civil War
itself. Theresultofthisassertionofnational
absolutes over state individuality has left the
Federal government holding real power and
states holding effectively little or none. The
problem resulting from the resolution of this
see LERNER page eight
"Kiss the Girl"?). She subsequently asks, in masturbation is always wrong but rather that reported by Algase) is ainmorean example II
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Friday, April 2, Manhattan, at 8:00 p.m. in
Biology Auditorium.
Saturday, April 3 and Sunday, April 4,
HusbandsAndWives,a.S:0Op.m. inBiology
Auditorium.
Wednesday, April l,The Unbelievable Truth
, at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
By Megan Wolpert
Woody Allen's Manhattan, the second
in KFS' "shame on you prancing around
with a child" series, is really about so much
more than Allen critics are claiming since
the Soon-Y- i scandal. The "Lolitomy" of 17
By James Parr
Three separate events will turn Rosse
Hall into a regular musical variety show this
weekend, covering a wide range of styles
and seriousness. Beginning Friday, April 2,
at 8:00 p.m., senior Ed Curtis will give his
senior recital. On Saturday also at 8:00 p.m.
the Senior Class Council will sponsor the
annual Senior Lip Sync competition, and on
Sunday at 7:00 p.m. the Kenyon Jazz
Ensemble presents a free two-s- et concert.
Curtis' senior recital on Friday will
feature the works of composers Bellini,
Brahms, Mozart, Britten, and Puccini.
Accompanying Curtis will be pianist Dr.
Paul Dorgan, the opera coach and rehearsal
accompanist for the Utah Opera and the
Columbus Opera. The performance serves
as the culmination of Curtis' voice work at
Kenyon, and although he is not a music
major, the recital is a requirement for his
level three work in the music department.
Curtis has appeared previously as
Tamino and Don Ottavio in staged
performances of The Magic Flute and Don
Giovanni with conductor Meyer Fredman in
Salt Lake City, Utah. He has performed
with the local Knox County Symphony
Orchestra and is a past winner of the
orchestra's Young Musicians Contest He
has also been active as a soloist at Kenyon,
creating the role of Luiz in The Gondoliers
and has sung in scenes as Faust and Don
Basilio in association with Kenyon's Opera
Workshop.
Recently.Curtis was awarded first place
in the regional National Association of
Teachers of Singing competition at the
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. He
studies with Kenyon voice instructor
Marjorie Bennett Stephens and has worked
IV! Efll H3
year-ol- d Mariel Hemingway is by no means
the center of this film about relationships
and the lies that go hand-and-ha- nd with
them.
Isaac Davis (Woody Allen) is a twice-divorce- d
New Yorker who is eagerly
awaiting the release of his lesbian ex-wif- e's
book explaining what went wrong in their
marriage. Isaac in all his insight is having an
affair with the 17 year-ol- d when his best
friend Yale (Michael Murphy) begins to
push the woman he is seeing (Mary) onto
Isaac. Isaac and Mary (Diane Keaton) begin
to fall in love and fall apart against Allen's
beautifully photographed New York
backdrop.
seeFILMS page five
Rosse Turns Musical for Weekend
with maestro Kurt Klippstatter. Curtis
said that he is "very excited" about this
Friday's performance, and hopes for a
good turnout Curtis' performance is free
and open to all members of the comm unity .
Saturday night, the Senior Class
Council presents the third annual Senior
Lip Sync at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse. The
premise of the show is a series of senior-onl- y
lip sync performances by individuals
and groups. Dance routines and costumes
are created by the performers and, in the
words of senior Ann Rittenbaum, "the
event is generally entertaining and funny."
Several familiar Kenyon faces have
volunteered to serve as judges for the
event and will score the competitors in
several categories.
Six acts will compete for this year's
show, and the event should last for about
an hour. Tickets are available at the door
for$l each, and a portion of the profits will
go to a local charity. Those individuals
and groups performing this Saturday are
expected to come to a meeting Thursday
night at 7:00 p.m. with the music they
expect to use for a brief but important
organizational meeting.
Rounding out the weekend ofmusical
events, Sunday night at 7:00 p.m. the
Kenyon Jazz Ensemble will perform a free
show. Conducted by adjunct Kenyon
professor Brian Gaber, the ensemble of 1 3
will actually split into a group of six and a
group of seven for the performance and
present one set each.
Bass player and ensemble member
Eric Kuehnl said the music that the group
will perform will consist "mostly of be-
bop numbers and a few standards." The
performance Sunday night is free and open
to all members of the Kenyon community.
play may not be
immediately
apparent an effect
Gordon is hoping
for but he said that
he feels everything
does make sense.
"There won't
be any clowning
around," he said,
A T T T AnT
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Baby With the Bath Water Presents Family of Absurdity
..MTT J 1. 1
By Greg Nock
Christopher Durang's comedy Baby
With the Bathwater will take the stage at
Hill Theater on April2and 3. The production
will serve as senior theses for director Josh
Gordon and lighting designer Mandy Neff.
The small cast is comprised solely of
underclasspersons: sophomores Justin
Bondi and Megan Wolpert and first-ye- ar
students Yuri Bredle, Lauren Johnson,
Larkin Mitchell, Jo Ellen Perry, Josh Radnor
and Nikki Weinstein.
According to Gordon, the play
SBJBI
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is
"basically about a family." The running
theme revolves around the trials and
tribulations of being a parent and those of
being a child, as well. Specifically the play
features one child in a "messed-u- p family,"
Gordon said.
"This play should appeal to people,
especially to college-ag- e people," he said.
"Though the idea is somewhat serious, the
absurdist aspect goes so far, the audience
won't take it so seriously. Most truly deep
plays are not real tragedy; the ideas are set
off by humor. People will be enjoying
themselves, and later realize that they
empathize with the characters
Gordon said that he chose to follow
Durang's script rather closely, not adding
too much "schtick."
The meaning of the
a great job." He even double-ca- st some
actors, as suggested by the script
"And I have the best production team,"
"Most truly deep plays are
not real tragedy; the ideas are
set off by humor. People will
be enjoying themselves, and
later realize that they em-
pathize with the characters."
--Josh Gordon '93
"but it is very strange, and very funny."
Senior Mark Matzke, the lighting Crew
Head, agreed, and said "Baby is similar in
tone to most of the plays shown here, but for
all its absurdity, it's very real."
Neff, also president of Ken-yo- n College
Drama Club (KCDC), said that she chose to
do lighting as her thesis because "nobody's
done it for three years." Her duties include
deciding on the focus of the lighting, writing
cues, and (over the director) deciding where
the lighting cues go.
"I'm working towards making it easily
accessible to the audience," she said.
According to Gordon, there are no real
"stars" of the play. Some roles, he said, may
be larger than others, but "everyone's doing
Spring Riot
he said. "Mandy's
lighting, and Scott
Baker's set design
do a terrific job of
emphasizing
continuity. No
space that doesn't
add to the action
will be used. Minor
scene changes do
happen, but even
they keep up with
the action. A lot is done through the lighting."
All involved said that they feel the most
important aspect of the production will be
the entertainment factor.
"This is not some heightened,
intellectually stimulating play," said Gordon.
"It'll be a lot of fun to watch, because it's
timely and accessible to all ages."
"It's a little off-bea- t, but it's more than
just 'absurdist drama,'" added Matzke.
According to Neff, if you enjoyed
Durang's Sister Mary Ignatius, which
appeared on Kenyon's stage last year, you
should make a point of coming to see Baby.
Baby With the Bathwater will begin at
8:00 p.m. both nights. Tickets are free to
students and staff with Kenyon identification.
March 25, 1993
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Burning senior comps addfuel to the fire. (photos by Alison McKnight )
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Van Sertima Discusses Those Who 'Came Before Columbus'
By Leanne Oue
On Tuesday, April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium, Dr. Ivan Van Sertima,
Professor of African Studies at Rutgers
University, will present a lecture entitled
"African Voyages Before Columbus." The
lecture will address the argument that
Columbus' arrival in the Americas
was in fact preceded by an African arrival.
This topic is the focal point of Van
Sertima's book They Came Before
Columbus: The African Presence in Ancient
knerica, which has been awarded the
Clarence L. Holte Prize for "excellence in
literature and the humanities relating to the
cultural heritage of Africa and the African
diaspora."
According to Van Sertima, his interest
it this topic was piqued when he happened
upon abook entitled Africa and the Discovery
ofAmerica, written by Harvard linguist Leo
Wiener who, in researching American
languages, noticed distinct linguistic
evidence that suggested African and Arabic
influence on various Central and South
American languages prior to the arrival of
Columbus and to any European contact.
Astounded by this discovery, Van
Sertima was further convinced of the strong
possibility of an African presence in pre-Columbi- an
America when he learned of the
work done by Professor Alexander von
Wutheman, who had unearthed in Mexico a
number of head sculptures that had very
distinct African characteristics. The oldest
sculptures were found in strata that dated as
far back as the earliest American
civilizations, far before the arrival of
Columbus.
The findings prompted Van Sertima to
begin extensive research in the hopes of
finding more evidence to support the theory
of the African presence in pre-Columbi- an
America.
After finding many discoveries in such
fields as botany, ancient seacraft and
oceanography, ethno-anthropolog- y, and
American archaeology, Van Sertima wanted
to consolidate these numerous isolated
findings. This desire thus led to the writing
of They Came Before Columbus, which is
essentially an amalgamation of the eclectic
discoveries made in the diverse disciplines
that Van Sertima has researched.
In addition to being a professor of
African Studies, Van Sertima, who was born
in Guyana, is a distinguished literary critic
who also holds degrees in Linguistics and
Anthropology.
In the field of literary criticism, he has
written Caribbean Writers, which is a
collection ofcritical essays on the Caribbean
novel. He has also written various literary
reviews that have been published in Britain,
Denmark, India, and the United States.
Van Sertima was honored as a literary
critic in 1976 when the Nobel Committee of
the Swedish Academy asked him to select
nominees for the Nobel Prize in Literature.
He was also honored by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) when he was asked
to take part in the International Commission
for Rewriting the Scientific and Cultural
History of Mankind.
Van Sertima has also been a prominent
figure in the field of linguistics, as he has
published an essay on the dialect of the Sea
Islands, located off the Georgia Coast. In
addition, he has compiled the Swahili
Dictionary ofLegal Terms, which is based
Joseph f88 Returns to Give Reading
By Kate Brentzel
PoetAllison Joseph, a 1988 graduateof
the College, will visit campus on Sunday,
April 4, to read from her work. The reading
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Peirce Lounge.
Joseph's first volumeof poetry, What Keeps
to Here, has received two awards and has
been presented by the poet at numerous
Palings already.
Allison Joseph's visit to Kenyon will
be a homecoming for her. Kenyon is only
one of several places where Joseph has
sttledforany length of time. She was born
a London to parents of Caribbean heritage
grew up in Toronto, Canada and the
Bronx, New York. After graduating from
kenyon, she went on to Indiana University
for her master's degree in fine arts. She is
now an assistant professor of English at the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
Jennifer Clarvoe, Assistant Professor
fEnglish, said that Joseph's career is movi-
ng quickly along, "as it should." She was
ff to auspicious beginnings as an undergrad
K the first Kenyon student since Robert
Lowell, renowned poet and 1940grad, to be
Published in The Kenyon Review. She then
completed her master's. Her first book was
Published in 1992.
What Keeps Us Here was the first win-"- of
the Ampersand Press's Women Poets
Series Competition. She was also awarded
he John C. Zacharis First Book award for
1992 from the literary journal Ploughshares
and Emerson College, in honor of the best
first book by a Ploughshares writer. In
addition, Joseph has recently received an
Academy of American Poets Prize and a
Ruth Lilly Fellowship. Her work has ap-
peared in over 50 magazines.
Much of Joseph's poetry stems from
her rich cultural background. Clarvoe stated
that Joseph's book will be of much interest
to many different people because of the
many cultural and geographical flavors
mixed together in the poetry. MauraStanton,
a Ploughshares reviewer of What Keeps us
Here, calls Joseph a "bright new voice in
American poetry, woven out of the rich
stories and intangible photos of a past lost in
other countries Jamaica, Canada, En-
gland but still alive in the body of a young
girl growing up in the Bronx."
Stanton's review concluded with this
thought: "What Keeps us Here poses just
this question what keeps us here? How
can we live an ordinary life when the world
around us is full of suffering and tragic
illusion? Allison Joseph's poems are a
brave attempt at an answer." Her reading
will be our chance to hear this answer.
Her visit has been organized by the
Department of English. Sponsors for this
event include Student Lectureships, Hika,
the Women's and Gender Studies Depart-
ment, the Luce Professorship, and the Aca-
demic Dean's Office.
on his field work in Tanzania.
Van Sertima is a visiting professor at
Princeton University and is the editor of thejournal of African Civilizations and of
various books such as Blacks in Science:
Ancient and Modern, Great African
Thinkers, Black Women in Antiquity, and
African Presence in Early Asia.
Bee '95 Films Independent Project
By Greg Nock
Gambier, Ohio may not appear to be the
ideal place to film a movie, but to sopho-
more Dave Bee, the location is rife with
possibilities.
Bee, a drama major, is working on a
movie as an independent project for one of
his classes. His film follows a character
tentatively referred to as Bernie, as he gets
into trouble with some New York thugs and
accidentally winds up in Gambier. Bemie's
story will be told in the course of one day at
Kenyon.
"His first concern will be to come up
with a disguise," said Bee. "Eventually,
people catch on, and he gets busted."
Freshman Sam Grobart performs the
lead role, with sophomore Justin Bondi play-
ing a cab driver, the only other major role.
Numerous other people appear as them-
selves, something Bee hopes will make the
film seem like a true-to-li- fe experience.
"I don't want to just call people, telling
them when to show up. Instead, I'll just
show up, and whoever' s around will prob-
ably end up in the film, as long as they don't
look at the camera and say 'Hi Mom!' If
anyone' s interested in appearing, they should
come on over when they see me filming,"
said Bee.
So far, Bee has already filmed a se-
quence in the Bookstore (look for Bonnie in
a cameo appearance!), and in the library. A
location shoot in Peirce will be coming up
soon, and outside scenes will be filmed
sometime after spring break. Details will be
announced ahead of time in Newscope.
"I've already got Sheriff Al Dexter on
camera," revealed Bee, "and I'm hoping to
get a shot of President Jordan! The Beta
pledges are in it too, doing early morning
exercises."
For someone so seem ingly interested in
film, it may seem strange that Bee chose to
attend Kenyon, which has no film depart-
ment and only one class.
"Actually, I'm interested in drama. Film
is only really...a hobby," said Bee. "Basi-
cally, any undergraduate film program is
bogus; I think I've got more opportunities
here."
Films
continued from page four
The cinematography in this film is no
question Allen's best. The black-and-whi- te
New York skyline stands on its own as a
work of art even before the phenomenal
screenplay is added to it. With the exception
of the very end, which seems a bit to pat and
Taylor
continued from page one
last year. He was also the faculty advisor to
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
According to the Music Department,
his students named him "Tunes Taylor." In
addition, the Music Departmentwrote,"Your
Bee's credentials include two-and-a-h- alf
years of film classes in high school,
three high school films (two filmed in Supe-
r-Eight and one in 16 millimeter), and
Kenyon 's History of Film course as a first-ye- ar
student. He has also made a film
featuring a cross-countr- y trip that took about
six hours to make.
"This is basically an all-ye- ar project,"
says Bee. "I owe a lot to my advisor, Chris
Brookhouse, and my official advisor, Tho-
mas Turgeon. They've been a huge help;
constantly giving me ideas."
Bee spent much of first semester writ-
ing scripts, constantly generating ideas.
Often he would work late into the night,
even getting out of bed if a really good idea
hit The experience has proven to be a
tremendous learning experience for Bee.
"I realized I didn't know jack about
making a film," Bee said. "Making a short
film is really hard; you have to condense
everything, rely more on metaphor, but still
have action. I've come up with an idea to
expand the boundaries of the movie; the
narration will be in the form of a future
interview, looking back on the story you'll
be seeing. Through this, I can reveal what
happens to Bemie after the stuff in the film."
Bee credits much of his learning to his
"right-hand-man- ," sophomore Brooks Loro.
"Brooks has taught me about photogra-
phy, how to focus-on- e of my biggest prob-
lems, and has come up with some of the
greatest ideas," commented Bee.
Of course, other people are not Bee's
sole source of inspiration. The costumes for
Bemie are taken from Bee's personal ward-
robe, due to the fact that this is "an extremely
low-budg- et film." Bee feels the character is
based somewhat on himself; a lot of the
themes of the movie come from the fact that
Bee grew up in New York City, and now
finds himself in a polar environment
"It's sortof subconscious," said Bee. "I
didn ' t intend for the character to be based on
myself."
The fifteen to twenty minute film will
be shown later in the spring, and Bee's
hopes are simple: "I'm always imagining
people coming out after seeing it laughing,"
he said.
abrupt for me, the screenplay by Allen and
Marshall Brickman contains all the cynical
Woody one-line- rs coupled with a very
intellectual relationship story which many
critics believe to be better than Annie Hall.
Also starring Meryl Streep, Anne Byne,
Karen Ludwig, and Michael O'Donoghue.
Produced by Charles H. Joffe.
general music courses were typically over-enrolle- d,
with long wait lists of students
eager to study with you... Your generosity in
giving of both time and self to Kenyon and
its students has been leavened with charm,
tact, and a wry sense of humor. We are
grateful to you, and honored to have been
taught by you."
uic Minus quu. BreakFlorida Spring pachages.
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Track Teams Run Successfully at EKU
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Brennen Harbin prepares to nil a forehand winner.
seal the 5-- 4 Kenyon win.
When asked about his team's
performance in the crucial sets, Wardlaw
said, 'Trinity was ranked second in the
nation in doubles, and you can never be
absolutely positive you're going to win the
doubles matches. We've spent about two-thir- ds
of our time this year working on
doubles, but Trinity was able to practice
outside all winter. It was a huge win for Britt
iuid Brennen."
With merest of their conference matches
ahead of them, Kenyon's womens tennis
appears headed for another stellar season.
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Ladies Tennis Defeats Trinity 5-- 4, Remains Number One
By Gwyneth Shaw
The Ladies tennis team definitely had a
week to remember. In addition to posting
two more victories for the season, they
provided one of the most exciting matches
ever seen on the Baars Tennis Courts. After
an easy victory over Ohio Wesleyan in their
conference opener last Wednesday, the
Ladies took on Trinity University, from San
Antonio, Texas, in what will most likely be
a national tournament preview. With the
support ofa large crowd of Kenyon fans, the
Ladies pulled out an exciting win at the very
end of the match.
After a week in Alabama and a week in
rainy Hilton Head during spring break, the
team was ready to face Ohio Wesleyan, their
first NCAC foe. The Ladies walked all over
the Battling Bishops, as they defeated them
easily. As usual, seniors Katja Zerck, Sara
-
Fousekis, and Lisa Weisman, Kenyon's top
three singles players, came through with
excellent play for the Ladies. Rookie Tegan
Tindall and seniors Britt and Brennen Harbin
also turned in great matches. Once again
they proved their dominance in the NCAC,
so the Ladies then focused their attention on
" Friday's match against Trinity.
The team expected a tough contest
after all, Trinity has only recently been moved
down to Division III from Division I. A
perennial tennis power, Trinity was ranked
sixth in national Division III polls before
By Aaron Derry and Ryan McNulty
Since the last issue of this paper, both
the Lords and Ladies teams have competed
twice. Last Saturday, the Ladies travelled
to Eastern Kentucky University while the
Lords journeyed to Muskingum. Also, both
teams competed during the first weekend of
spring break at the NCAC indoor track
championships.
At EKU, senior leadership displayed
itself on behalf of Kenyon squad as Vani
Meesala leaped to apersonal best of34' 7" in
the triple jumpand more importantly, second
place among stringent Division I
competition.
Perusing the list of participating schools,
one might have thought to one's self "Is this
March Madness, and if so, where is Dick
Vitale?" But no, few people realize, as Coach
Duane Gomez pointed out, great institutions
such as the universities of Kentucky and
Lousi ville, Notre Dame, S tanford and Baylor
do have better things to do than basketball
like track!
Kelley Wilder, making her first
appearance since her Division III title in the
1500 meters three weeks ago, proved her
mettle in the same race with a third place
finish and qualification to the outdoor
national meet.
The meet was a positive experience for
all, although bad weather conditions
prevented most from running any personal
records. One thing about weather, you have
to travel a good ways to escape it, at least
that's what men's Head Coach Bill Taylor
said. The men's team wasn't lucky enough
to witness Division Ibasketball powerhouse
schools, but hey, Muskingum isn't so bad.
The Lords' meet also suffered from
meeting the top-rank- ed Kenyon squad. The
match was touted as an early test of the
Ladies' chances at the Division III national
tournament, where they were the runners-u- p
last year. Needless to say, the normally
unshakable Ladies were a little nervous.
"This was the biggest match we've ever
had here at home. We had a big crowd, and
everyone wants to do well. That tends to
make you try to do more than you should
everyone was nervous," said Head Coach
Paul Wardlaw.
The Ladies started out slowly, when
they lost four out of the six singles matches.
Weisman, at the number three singles
position, won her first set 6--2, but then
dropped the second set by the same score.
However, she was victorious in the third set,
taking it 6--2 and winning the match. Tindall
came up with the second singles win,
defeating her opponent in straight sets, 6--4,
6-- 2. Down 4--2 after singles, the team battled
back in the doubles contests, with the match
and their top national ranking on the line.
The Trinity team was ranked second in
the nation in doubles, but the Ladies had
something to prove. All three doubles
matches went to Kenyon in straight sets.
Britt Harbin and Brennen Harbin , playing at
the number one doubles position, and came
up with the big win, 6--3, 6-- 3. Zerck and
rookie Lori Mannheimer, at number two, as
well as the duo ofFousekis and Weisman, at
number three, added two more victories to
poor weather conditions, but that wasn't
enough to discourage the small-in-numbe- rs
but hearty Lords.
Ned Tobey placed 5 th in 800 meter run ,
an event in which he often does quite well.
The Lords also dominated the 200 meter
dash with three of the top five places, secured
by rookie Rev Johnson, senior Matt Welch,
and junior Phil Merz.
Weather, of course, was not a factor at
the indoor championships. The Ladies were
again led by their seniors. Kelley Wilder set
not only Kenyon records but also Ohio
Wesleyan fieldhouse records in the 1500
and 3000 meter runs (first place in
both). Junior Nancy Notes wasn't far behind
with 4th place finish in the 3000 meter run
and 6th in the 1500 meter run.
Talk about senior leadership, consider
the man who walks among you, or rather
above you, on this fine patch of earth called
Kenyon, named Mike Marshall. He had a
strong regular season but was afflicted with
the nemesis of all, the Kenyon Crud. He
coughed so hard tha he broke a rib. And yet
he ran. There's one for the grandchildren!
Marshall bravely qualified for the 1000
meter final before bowing out honorably,
yet not without a glimmer in his eye when
thinking of the outdoor championships.
Other valiant effors for the Lords
included Dave Putz's dramatic two meet
season (one regular meet and the conference
meet), ending with a 3rd place finish in the
60 meter dash. Tobey, meanwhile, upheld
the fine name of Kenyon distance running in
the600 meterrun (that's considered distance
indoors).
The Lords and Ladies will compete for
the enjoymentof the community at McBride
field Saturday starting at 1 1:00 a.m.
(photo by Alison McKnight)
Wardlaw predicts that "We'll definitely see
Trinity at Nationals. They will most likely
be in the top four seeds, but we could meet
them as early as the quarterfinals depending
on the draw. Now we know how they play,
but Trinity has also seen us. They found out
that they have mere to learn in doubles, and
we learned that we have a ways to go in
singles. The rematch will be interesting."
With both conference and national
championship titles in their sights, the Ladies
can only get better. The team's next home
match is Saturday, April 24 vs. Allegheny at
10 a.m. on the Baars Courts.
Athletes of the Week
Jen Carter and Kelley Wilder
Jen received Division III swimmer of the year honors for her efforts in Atlanta.
She garnered three individual national titles and competed on four winning relay
teams. Six of the seven events in which Jen participated recorded national record
times.
Kelley captured the 1500 meter title at the Division III NCAA Indoor Track and
Field Championships which were held at Bowdoin College.
Women's Lax Defeats Wittenberg
By Peter Horn
When we last left school the Women's
Lacrosse team was preparing for a trip to
Virginia, to hone their skills in preparation
for a run at the NCAC title. Unfortunately
the weather had other plans. The blizzard of
'93 effectively wiped out the team's trip
south. However, the team did manage to
hold practices in Gambier, and thus far the
Ladies have posted a 1- -1 record in NCAC
competition.
What the Ladies lost in regards to their
trip to Virginia was the opportunity to play
against extremely strong competition,
including the number four team in the
country, Roanoke. Head coach Susan
Eichner said that she certainly felt that the
team missed a strong opportunity to play
against strong teams who can only make
your team better when you play against
them.
The Ladies opened their season last
Wednesday at Granville as they faced
Dcnison, who is always a highly competitive
team. The team had a strong week ofpractice
and felt confident going into the match.
Unfortunately early goals hurt as Denison
took a big lead early, and the Ladies were
forced into playing catch-u- p for the entire
game.
The Ladies rebounded well this past
weekend in their home opener against the
Wittenberg Tigers. The Ladies battled with
Wittenberg all afternoon winning 18-1- 4 in
the end. The Wittenberg game saw the
Ladies improve vastly and also provided the
Ladies with a much needed confidence
booster.
When asked what the overall strength
has been through early part of the season
Eichner commented, "This team has a strong
work ethic, they want to make the sacrifices
necessary to get better." Eichner also said
that the team, in order to be a contender,
needs to fine tune some of their basic skills
and look towards improving every aspect of
their game.
The Ladies will have a true bench-mar- k
test of their skill next week as Ohio Weslyan
will travel here, April 7. Wesleyan is a
perpetual NCAC powerhouse. The bishops
our a high powered team which has as
Eichner commented, "A strong winning
tradition." The team scrimmaged OWU
earlier this year and did quite well against
them. Eichner, however, was quick to point
out that Wesleyan will certainly come to
play, and the Ladies will need to raise their
level of play if they want to beat the bishops.
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Coach Bunnell Fields Youthful, Talented Baseball Squad
By Giles Roblyer
Spring is finally pushing back the last
temnantsof winter, and as the birds sing and
lowers grow, baseball makes its perennial
return to Gambier, bringing with it all the
youthful exuberance and outdoor excitement
forwhich this warm and breezy season calls.
The Lords began their season in sunny
Florida during the annual spring trip in
March. In the seven games played, the squad
sent 3-- 4, showing moments of greatness,
but marked by inconsistency in all areas of
play. This is typical of a young team as they
adjusted to play on the collegiate level.
The real test came last Saturday and
Sunday, as the Lords faced a strong OWU
learn that is ranked 14th in the nation.
Although the Lords played well, they could
not stop the Bishops from taking a three
game sweep, 15-- 4, 12-- 1, and 10-- 1.
Kenyon (3-- 8) faced a Wesleyan squad
that returned 13 letterman from last year's
34-1- 1 team. Boasting a potent offense and
strong defense, the OWU team overpowered
the Lords in all three games. On defense
alone, they turned five double plays without
committing an error.
In Saturday's game, the Lords kept
pace with the Bishops behind the hitting of
Dave Goodwillie and Devin Oddo. They
could not maintain the pace, however, as
OWU outscored the Lords 7-- 0 in the last
five innings. Kenyon pitted five sophomore
pitchers, Andrew Miller, Conan Kisor, Dan
Walker and Dave Hicks, against Brad Rosier,
who won nine games last year and struck out
eight in his wining effort Goodwillie was an
impressive three for four at the plate, while
sophomore John Cunningham and first-ye- ar
player David Howertone each had a single.
The first game of Sunday's double-head- er
action saw OWU's Scott Giovanni
pound out a pair of doubles and a triple to
lead his team to a 12-- 1 victory. The Lords
sole run came on a pair of singles by Devin
Oddo and rookie George Dyriw. Jason
Adamkosky, Rhett Brymer, and Cunning-
ham also had singles against Mike Williams,
who picked up the win for the Bishops.
Rookie starter Ben Mather pitched four
good innings before Danny Walker took
over. Hicks finished out the game for the
Lords.
The second contest of the day was
marked by improved hitting for Kenyon, but
the result was the same as OWU coasted to
a 1 0--1 victory. Sophomore Andrew Stucbner
connected for a double and single to aid the
Kenyon effort A lead-of- f double in the
fourth by Brymer ignited the only Kenyon
run of the game. Shawn Carty also had a
single against OWU's Ryan Burton.
Howertone then ripped an RBI single.
Howertone also pitched four strong innings
as a starter and was followed by Kisor in
relief. Aasem Khalil threw in the seventh.
Spring is traditionally a time of rebirth
and youth. This year's Kenyon squad is an
example of both of these qualities. In terms
ofyouth, 17 of the 22 players are in their first
or second year of collegiate baseball. The
team can only boast of three upperclass
veterans(the co-capta- ins Mike Adams and
Carty, and junior Goodwillie) and the rookies
(nine) outnumber the sophomores (eight).
This is definitely a young crew of players
who muststruggle and strive, like thebudding
flowers, to survive in a new environment. In
terms of rebirth, Head Coach Bob Bunnel
Lords Tennis Team Starts Strong
By Joe Herban
The Kenyon's Mens tennis team,
currently boasts a 4-- 0 record going into the
thick of the season. This week the team will
try to improve it's record against Wooster
2nd Depauw after coming off a strong
showing over spring break in Hilton Head.
The Lords, currently ranked twenty-fort- h in
the country, recently defeated both
eighteenth ranked Sewanee and twentieth
ranked Washington and Lee.
For the past two years the team has won
lie conference and has a great shot at winning
t again this year. Junior captain, Scott
Sherman said, "We've set our goals high
his year we are aiming to both win the
conference and go to nationals."
Two years ago, the team earned a shot at
nationals and finished twelfth. Although
he team lost three seniors, it gained seven
rookies.and the outlook is good. The rookies
arc now beginning to step up and have had
some key wins in doubles matches.
Sherman also commented, "The team's
mity is the best it has been in years, which
'cads me to believe that we have what it
takes to go the distance with any team in the
division." Sophomore Eben Gilette, who is
one of the key elements in the team's unity,
"as reported as saying in a team meeting, "I
ove you guys, you are all playing great!"
The unity of the team is what could lead
em to the conference title and possibly all
way to nationals.
The Lords starting team consists of: John
Foster, Scott Sherman, Ed Peterson, Eben
Gilette, Mike Beaver, Jo-J- o Herban, and
Miles Aquino. The team is being led by the
upper classmen thus far, but the first year
players arecoming along quickly. Sherman,
Foster, and Peterson are a combined twelve
of twelve in singles matches, and the team's
record in doubles is ten of twelve. Sherman
also remarked, "Doubles is our strength if
we are in a tight match, we can depend on
our doubles to pull us through." The team
also has excellent depth with Miles Aquino
and Josh Comehlsen rotating with Joe
Herban at the sixth spot.
The Lords are lead by Head Coach, Paul
Wardlaw, and first year assistant coach Read
Baldwin. Theteamseemstobeinconsensus
that the addition of Read has been great and
that his personality seems to bring the team
even closer together. The team is relatively
young now, but the upper-classm- en are
leading the way to an excellent season an a
potential shot at nationals.
The Lords' next match is Thursday at
three o'clock against arch-riva- ls Wooster.
About this week's competition, sophomore
Eben Gilette said, "Wooster is always solid
and can't be over looked, but our biggest
match of the year is Saturday against tenth
ranked Depauw." Two wins this week would
almost secure a spot at nationals for the
Lords, and following an eight to one
smashing of Calvin on Monday the Lords
feel that they are capable of doing just that
has dedicated himself to the rebuilding of
this team. A team such as this that begins as
youth and raw talent has the potential to end
as mature champions. Like the magical
springtime transformation ofcaterpillar into
butterfly, the youthful Kenyon team must
evolve and grow, using their youth as
impetus, and the game as their guide.
Lacrosse Lords Post First Victory
By Matt Kang
The Kenyon College men's lacrosse
team has begun its 1993 campaign with a 1- -2
record. After a lengthy preseason which
began shortly after Christmas break, the
Lords of lax are back in action. They are
striving to improve on the 4-- 7 record from
1 992 which included a 1 --4 mark in the North
Coast Athletic Conference.
Head Coach Bill Heiser and first-ye- ar
Assistant Coach Hunter Fogg will lead a
young, talented group of 25 players. The
1993 co-captai- ns are senior midfielders
Ralph GeerandGordie Walker. Sophomores
Jim Barham and Dave Genest join Walker
on the starting midfield unit. Geer leads the
defensive midfield unit with juniors Ian
Rowan and Simon McGuire formulating the
rest of the trio. Senior Jamie Rantanen,
sophomore Mike Costanzo, and rookie Doug
Trafalet form the attack unit. Senior Rob
Cardone returns to help Kenyon's defense
with his leadership and abilities after having
sat out his junior season; junior Jamie
McCarthy and sophomore Max Perren are
the other starting D-me- n. Junior Chip Riegel
is the Lords' trustworthy goalie.
The Lords began their season in not-so-sun- ny
New Port Richey Florida; they
competed in four exhibition games in the
Suncoast Tournament. The Lords took to
the field the day after they arrived in Florida
against Haverford College. The long drive
hampered the Lords' i ities as Haverford
jumped out to the first If lead. The Lords
picked up the pace in tl econd half but fell
by a 21-- 9 count
They then played against the Tampa
Bay Lacrosse Club which was composed of
many graduated Division I players. Tampa
proved to be a tough opponent; the Lords
fell 12-- 2. Against Clark College, the Lords
began to come into their own. The offensive
production combined with the solid defense
helped Kenyon disposeof their opponentby
the score of 17-- 2. Kenyon's final foe in the
tournament, Amherst College, was a solid
team. The Lords were able to put together
another very solid all-arou- nd performance
as they prevailed 11-- 4.
Coach Heiser had positive remarks
about the tournament "We're very pleased
with the spring trip. We were disappointed
with the start against Haverford, but that had
to do with not being on the field for a while.
Our transition game hurt us against
Haverford, but we played a much better
second half. Overall, I was very pleased
with our performance."
The Lords returned to Gambier to take
on the Columbus Club. They concluded
their successful preseason games as they
prevailed 8-- 1; this propelled their record to
3-- 2 for exhibition games.
Kenyon opened conferenceplay against
defending North Coast Athletic Conference
champion and perennial Division HI national
powerhouse Ohio Wesleyan University.
Although Kenyon played a strong second
half, they were unable to overcome the 15-- 0
halftime deficit The final score favored
OWU by a 20-- 1 count. Trafalet scored
Kenyon's lone goal from Costanzo's feed.
Riegel had a superb afternoon as he stopped
24 OWU shots.
"We had a lot of trouble adjusting to
their speed. In the second half, we were able
to adjust to their speed, not that we could do
anything about it but we settled down a lot
after halftime. We were disappointed with
our offensive production," said Coach
Heiser.
see LAX page eight
Wilder f93 Wins at Indoor Nationals
By Aaron Derry and Ryan McNuIty
'Running your own race,' is one of
those timeless coaching maxims, perhaps as
disposable as 'no pain, no gain' or any of the
other insufferable mutterings of coaches.
Yet that is precisely the cliche' which
senior Kelley Wilder adhered to March 6 at
the NCAA Division III indoor track and
field championships at Bowdoin, Maine
where she captured the national title in the
1500 meter race.
And yetagain, it's notacliche running
your own race when you do it.
"I think last year I was trying to run
everyone else's race," said Wilder, adding,
"This year they were trying to run my race."
The cross-countr- y Ail-Americ- an had
positioned herself perfectly: perched on the
shoulder of the leader, a first year runner
from St Olaf. Although a step behind,
Wilder felt good, and while she knew the
leader was tiring, she could not see the other
women who were only steps behind.
Wilder passed the leader immediately
after the bell rang, starting her blazing kick
which would simply leave everyone else
behind. Wilder recounts, "When I passed
the St Olaf girl, I knew she wasn't going to
catch me. She was struggling. I was worried
about the two girls behind me from Cortland
State ... I've never run so scared in my life."
Wilder need not have been scared,
however, because she won, running
unchallenged after having made her final
move. Both her victory and time (a personal
best), reflect the dedication of years of
train ingculminated by what Wilder describes
as "a perfect peak."
This winter's meet was the fifth national
competition for Wilder, her vast experience
was reflected by the poise with which she
ran. The meet also gave her an opportunity
to redeem a somewhat disappointing ending
to her cross-countr- y career, in which she
finished 23rd, an All-Americ- an, yet short of
her potential because of sickness.
Wilder's redemption continued last
Saturday at Eastern Kentucky University
where she assured herself a spot in the
Division III outdoor championships with a
4:42 clocking in the 1500 meters, the event
people have begun to associate with her
name.
suggestive songs tnemseives (rememoer
"Kiss the Girl"?). She subsequently asks, in
Gottfried
continued from page three
becauseofthe thread of truth that was readily
apparent Another joke that I could see people
sink a bit deeper into their seats was one that
started out innocently. He made a funny
comment about how Amish people plan
their days with each other, "I know, let's go
stand by the road and frown all day." Ha-ha-h- a,
the audience enjoyed that one. He went
on to say that the Amish are so stiff, until
someone like Harrison Ford comes along
(Witness) and all of the sudden everybody
goes crazy, "Let's get drunk and have an
orgy ! " Again, the audience responded well.
He then pushed the joke onto another level,
saying the same thing would probably happen
if Harrison Ford went to India. Everyone
would go crazy and go eat the sacred cows,
things like that. Gottfried continued to
s
Think twice
and save 20 percent.
view is not the absolutist one tnat In addition, the reaction of (Jxley (as H Earn MONEY and FREE trips 11 jj
masturbation is always wrong but rather that reported by Algase) is ain more an example
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Letters
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words, seating them at a table, and crafting
the nuances.
The juxtaposition of Wolpert's
flamboyant Melissa with Bondi's reserved
Andy worked effectively. A certain pure
life vibrance would subtly fill a character
when the other fell into decline. Through
their words, the couple sustained one another
in thebestand worst of life's throes. Gumey
exactingly crafts a script that speaks truth
about love and dissatisfaction without
dipping into the vapid or maudlin.
The even keel of this production held
but for one flaw. The reading aspect left the
actors' heads buried in the beautiful writing
desk. Granted, Mead chose the sterility of
those poses to heighten Melissa's direct
address of Andy at the end, but keeping
them rigidly placed need not lead to their
burial. Love Letters is not a play just for
voices, and at times the staging trapped the
rest
Seeing this show could well be the
launching point for a diatribe against
"standard," milquetoast theater. I walked in
with that end in mind, having heard rumor
thatapopular production of this play starring
Robert Wagner and Stephanie Powers toured
the Midwest. But admittedly, this play gave
me more than expected. Granted, the
expectations were not high, but the levels of
truth and honesty in this show were. The
structure was tight, the acting energetic, and
the emotion sincere. I would encourage the
Kenyon theater community to take greater
risks overall, but I would also ask for the
kind of professionalism evident in Love
Letters.
Finally, a parting tip for theater fans in
Gambier. A semi-pr- o stage in Columbus by
the name of Catco is currently running a
production of Harold Pinter's The
Homecoming. The play is pure Pinter,
juxtaposing surreal human actions in realistic
settings, and the production is very
serviceable despite the obligatory botched
Brit accents. But the poor cockneys do not
detract from a staging that captures the
essence of the script with dark guffaws and
some shocking bits. The run is scheduled
Wednesdays through Sundays until April
18. Student discounts are available off-pea- k,
WedsThursSun. Box office is:
(614) 461-001- 0. Do yourself a favor and
caravan down for a taste of the famous
master of menace.
comment on India saying he never
understood that, how a nation that
experiences a lack of food as often as they
do don't go and eat the cows that are
everywhere.
Obviously, this was about halfway
received positively. His very narrow view
of the situation, not taking into account
ancient culture, religion or beliefs made this
a very ill-inform- ed ugly American joke. On
the other hand, as a comedian he found
absurdity in a situation, and found the humor
in it I can't judge this man one way or
another, he does his job well.
I enjoyed him overall, even his crazy
napkin tricks. Gilbert Gottfried is more than
an annoying, contorting, mike fondling
comedian, but a true wit who has aoutlandish,
entertaining view of the world. He was a joy
to watch,
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Kenyon returned to McBride Field as
they played host to NCAC foe Oberlin
College. The Yeomen came ready to play
and quickly gained a 6-- 1 advantage at the
half. Kenyon staged an impressive comeback
bid in the third quarter which culminated
when Trafalet scored from Costanzo's assist
to tie the game at 6-- 6. The game came down
to the final quarter; unfortunately, Oberlin
attackman Anthony Tartaglia produced the
decisive goal with less than eight minutes to
play. Kenyon continued to press the Yeomen,
but their efforts were cut short Oberlin
prevailed by a 10-- 6 count.
Rantanen recorded a hat trick in the
losing effort while Costanzo tallied three
assists. Riegel had another outstanding
showing as he stopped 18 Oberlin shots.
"The team showed a lot ofcharacter to come
back to 6-- 6. We made a couple of mistakes
at inopportune times. Their program has
really improved a lot. It's hard to get into a
groove against Oberlin; they're a very
unorthodox team. The Oberlin game was a
setback, but I think we have progressed
really well," said Coach Heiser.
"They were outworking us in the first
half. It's frustrating to lose to a team like that
LERNER
continued from page three
conflict is that it is believed to be over. The
issue has been decided and the winner is
equality over diversity.
This debate over state diversity must be
taken up again so as to return the necessary
political community of the states and their
citizenry. Currently we are a nation that
watches the Federal government as if it was
the closest and more concerned body of
government to us as individuals. This is a
mistake of complacency that must be
considered the origin of the widespread
political alienation that is felt throughout
this country.
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because we know we can beat them . We did
not capitalize on some scoring opportunities
that we had. We did not clear the ball well,
and this led to some Oberlin goals. The loss
gives us incentive to work because we lost to
a team that we should beat. It showed us
things we have to work on," added McCarthy.
"The defense played well but the offense
did not We missed a lot of close shots. We
had the opportunities but did not shoot well,"
concluded Walker.
The Lords recorded their first regular-seaso- n
victory with a 12-- 2 crushing of
Marietta College in a non-conferen- ce
matchup. The Pioneers held the score to 1-- 1
after the first period. Kenyon's offense
exploded in the second half, led by
Rantanen's four goals. Costanzo scored a
pair of goals and created many scoring
opportunities for teammates as he tallied
seven assists. Walker, Genest, and Barham
each produced one goal as did junior Erich
Wetzel and rookies Geoff Green and Rob
Zelinger. Riegel had a quiet day in goal as
the defense played very well.
The Lords travel to St Bona venture
this Saturday and return to Gambier the
following week for an important matchup
with NCAC opponent Wittenberg
University. Game time is 1:30 P.M. at
McBride Field.
The conception of state authority must
be recast so as to give people more confidence
in their representative government The
resulting empowerment can only mean more
for the individual person and less for the
faceless governmental machine in
Washington. The answer to the debate over
diversity and equality must go on every day
in a nation where the real preservation of
both ideals is essential to the real preservation
of the principles of its founding. To merely
speak ofthehistoricalconflictbetweenthese
two elements of out liberal democracy and
believe that it does not continue today is
perhaps the beginning of the end for what
has become the ideal to be imitated for all
the world.
Northwestern University Summer Session '93
Think or swim.
Our multicourse registration discount saves
you 20 percent on two courses, 25 percent
on three or more.
Call I-800-- F1NDS Nil (in Illinois, call 708491-4- 1 14)
or mail this coupon.
I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of the Summer
Session '93 catalog with financial aid and registration
information (available in March).
Please send the catalog to my home my school.
Summer Session, 2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208-265- 0
Name
School Address
City
Home Address
Slate 7Jp
City Stale Zip 3
Northwestern I niverciiy is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
